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Release Overview

The following features are planned for the Web of Science on June 30, 2020. This document provides information about each of the features included in this release. If you have any questions, please contact John Napolitano (john.napolitano@clarivate.com) or Don Sechler (don.sechler@clarivate.com).

**FEATURES**

**Improved Alert Management Interface**
- New sorting feature.
- Improved layout, including Rerun Search button being more obvious.

**New Export to Excel output option**
- New easy-to-read email highlighting the most relevant results

**Improved Email export option**
- For records with DOI, we provide a DOI-based link to the full text for each record in the email output.

**Added direct link to new Web of Science Training Portal**

**BROWSER SUPPORT**

**Operating Systems:**
- WIN 10 – Recommended
- WIN 7 – Fully Supported
- Mac 10.13.5 – Recommended

**Browsers for WIN:**
- Google Chrome 71 and above – Fully Supported
- Firefox 65 and above – Fully Supported
- IE 11 – Fully Supported

**Browsers for Mac:**
- Safari 11.X - Recommended
- Firefox 65 and above – Fully Supported
Improvements to Saved Search and Alerts Management pages

We have added a sorting option to all Saved Searches and Alerts Management Pages, making it easier to find a specific search or alert when navigating through a long list. We are also improving the visibility of the link to rerun a Saved Search from the Alerts Management Page.

New Export to Excel output option

We have added the ability to export to an Excel file. This option will create a native Excel “.xls” file and is available from Search Results Summary pages and from the Marked List for Web of Science Core Collection.

Excel exports include full field names rather than two-character abbreviations
Select Excel from the Export drop down list on Search Results Summary pages
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Select Export to Excel from the Marked List
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Note:
- Excel export is only available for the Web of Science Core Collection.
- Excel exports do not include Cited References from Search Results pages or the Marked List.
- Due to cell size limits in Excel, some fields may be truncated in the export.
Improvement to Email export option

Emailing records in the HTML format is one of the more popular ways users export records from the Web of Science Core Collection. To improve the value of these exports, we are now including DOI links to full text (when available). Note: This feature is available only in the Web of Science Core Collection.

Direct link to new Web of Science Training Portal

The Training Portal link in the Help drop down on the Web of Science platform header now links to the Web of Science Training Portal. The Web of Science Training Portal includes links to training videos, self-guided training courses, quick reference guides, the live web-based training schedule, and to the LibGuides pages with useful information for librarians.